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Figure 3. Results of NMA (all countries and Western countries scenarios)

BACKGROUND
⊲ Effective acid suppression is an essential component in all treatment regimens for H. pylori
eradication.1, 2
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⊲ The following regimens are approved for first-line treatment of H. pylori infection in the US
and the rest of the world:

Esomeprazole triple therapy

– Proton pump inhibitor (PPI)-based triple therapy (i.e., PPI [omeprazole, lansoprazole,
esomeprazole, rabeprazole], clarithromycin, and amoxicillin or metronidazole)

Omeprazole triple therapy

– Bismuth quadruple therapy (BiQT; i.e., bismuth, PPI, tetracycline, and a nitroimidazole)

Bismuth subsalicylate quad therapy

– Rifabutin-containing triple therapy (omeprazole, amoxicillin, and rifabutin delayed
release) in the US. Elsewhere, it is typically employed as salvage therapy.

Bismuth subcitrate quad therapy

⊲ Vonoprazan is a novel potassium-competitive acid blocker that has been shown to provide
more potent and durable acid suppression than some PPIs.3 Vonoprazan-based triple
therapy is approved for H. pylori eradication in Japan and several other Asian and nonWestern countries. Results from pHalcon-HP (NCT04167670), a phase 3 trial evaluating
vonoprazan-based triple and dual eradication regimens in Europe and US have become
available recently.4
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OBJECTIVES

Bismuth subcitrate quad therapy

To evaluate the impact of acid suppression on H. pylori eradication rates, we conducted a
network meta-analysis (NMA) comparing vonoprazan-based therapies to approved PPI-based
clarithromycin triple therapies as well as bismuth quadruple therapies.
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Compared with lansoprazole-based clarithromycin triple therapy

⊲ According to our NMA, vonoprazan-based triple therapy ranked first with an 88.1% chance
of being best of all treatments that were combined in this analysis (Figure 3). Differences
between PPI-based triple therapies were not significant.

RESULTS
⊲ In total, 42 studies were identified, among which 37 met the inclusion criteria (Figure
1, Methods). These studies were used to form the distinct therapy network for the all
countries scenario. Among them, eight were conducted in Western countries (Figure 2).

⊲ Vonoprazan-based therapies demonstrated higher odds of H. pylori eradication than each
PPI-based triple therapy. Vonoprazan-based triple and dual therapy had 2.5 (95% CrI: 1.93,
3.35) and 1.7 (1.26, 2.37) times higher odds of H. pylori eradication than lansoprazole-based
triple therapy, respectively.
⊲ Furthermore, vonoprazan-based triple therapy was superior to bismuth subcitrate +
metronidazole + tetracycline + omeprazole/lansoprazole (OR: 1.60, 95% CrI: 1.07, 2.38).

Figure 2. Evidence networks for scenarios that include all countries and Western countries

⊲ Results of the Western countries sensitivity analysis demonstrated similar trends overall.
Western countries
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The key comparison was clarithromycin triple therapy. Because there were only two BiQT arms that used lansoprazole, lansoprazole-containing BiQT regimens were pooled with omeprazole-containing BiQT regimens.
BiQT: bismuth quadruple therapy (either bismuth subcitrate or bismuth subsalicylate + metronidazole + tetracycline + omeprazole/lansoprazole); PPI: proton pump inhibitor; RT-DR: rifabutin triple therapy delayed release; Vono-dual: vonoprazan dual therapy; Vono-triple:
vonoprazan-based triple therapy.

Figure 1. PRISMA diagram of studies included in the meta-analysis
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References are lansoprazole-based clarithromycin triple therapy, odds ratio = 1.0.
CrI: credible interval; NMA: network meta-analysis; OR: odds ratio; SUCRA: surface under the cumulative ranking.
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SLR: systematic literature review.

⊲ Prospective randomized studies reporting first-line H. pylori eradication rates from empiric
treatment with FDA-approved therapies were identified via bibliographic searches of key
systematic literature reviews and a subsequent PubMed search using index terms for H.
pylori and eradication.
⊲ We extracted randomized controlled trials evaluating two or more relevant comparators.
Among identified studies, there were a large number of distinct regimens that differed on
the basis of the following:
– PPIs (lansoprazole, omeprazole, rabeprazole, esomeprazole)
– Antibiotic backbones (amoxicillin + clarithromycin, metronidazole + clarithromycin)
– Number of components (dual, triple, or quadruple therapy)
– Bismuth types (bismuth subcitrate, bismuth subsalicylate)
– Duration of treatment
⊲ We conducted an NMA of these distinct PPI-based therapies using a Bayesian framework to
estimate indirect odds ratios (ORs) with 95% credible intervals (CrIs), probabilities of being
best, and treatment rankings according to surface under the cumulative ranking (SUCRA)
scores.
⊲ In addition to the base-case global scenario, a sensitivity analysis was performed using
only studies conducted in Western countries.
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⊲ Vonoprazan-based triple therapy also had the highest relative efficacy in
the global analysis.
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⊲ Results of this NMA suggest that vonoprazan-based therapies offer
improved eradication rates for first-line empiric treatment of H. pylori
infection.
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